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Crumpled graphite thin film balls were fabricated with Panasonic Pyrolytic Graphite Sheets

(PGS). The fractal dimension, mechanical properties, and electrical conductivity of the

crumpled PGS balls have been investigated. The universal local fractal dimension of the PGS

balls is found to be 2.58, which is consistent with that of paper balls. The crumpled PGS balls

show good mechanical property with Young’s Modulus of 16–17 N, which is about the same

as that of paper balls and elastoplastic paper balls, but with much smaller sizes, thinner film

thicknesses, and less weight. In addition, the crumpled PGS balls show good conductivity,

slightly higher than that of the PGS film before crumpling. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4827842]

I. INTRODUCTION

Studies on thin sheets and their related materials are

of both fundamental and practical importance in materials

science. In some cases, thin films are found useful in a

more compact, crumpled, ball-like form; for example, the

crumpled paper are used for the fillers for moving or ship-

ping boxes. The dimensional transition from flat sheets to

three-dimensional (3D) crumpled balls renders the thin

films good compression and mechanical properties.1–3 In

modern research, random folding of thin-film materials is

of noteworthy importance to many branches of science

and industry,4 such as nanomechanical architecture of

solid nano-membranes and polymerized membranes,5–8

folded engineering materials,9 geological formations,10 or

even for aggregation-resistant nanosheets.11 And the

crumpled materials used in experiments have been made

of paper,12–15 mylar,2,16 aluminum foil,17 and layers of

cream.18

Graphite films are layer-structured materials formed by

stacking two-dimensional single-atomic-layer graphene

sheets weakly coupled by van der Waals interaction.

Graphene is known as one of the strongest 2D material in na-

ture,19,20 which also exhibits excellent electrical and thermal

conductivities,21–23 makes graphene promising for versatile

applications in the fields of solar cells,24 conductive films,25

or even microwave adsorptions.26,27 Therefore, it will be

very interesting to find out what if one makes graphene into

crumpled balls.

In this article, we report on a novel crumpled graphite

thin film balls fabricated with Panasonic Pyrolytic Graphite

Sheets (PGS). The universal local fractal dimension, me-

chanical and compression properties, and electrical conduc-

tivities of the crumpled PGS balls have been investigated.

The crumpled PGS balls show a Young’s Modulus of

16–17 N which is comparable with that of paper and elasto-

plastic crumpled balls, but with much smaller sizes, thinner

film thicknesses, and less weight. The crumpled PGS balls

also show good conductivity similar to the PGS film before

crumpling.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Materials

EYGS1218 PGS films were supplied by Panasonic

Electronic Components. The PGS films we used were

180 6 5 mm long, 115 6 5 mm wide, and about 17 6 5 lm

thick. The density of EYGS1218 PGS films was about

2.10 g/cm3, which was consistent with the density of regular

graphite (2.09–2.23 g/cm3). The PGS have good electrical

and thermal conductivity, which are 1000–1750 W/(m�K)

and 10 000–20 000 S/cm, respectively.28,29

B. Fabrication of PGS crumpled balls

To make the crumpled PGS balls, the PGS films are ran-

domly folded by hand to ball-shape. We have chosen three dif-

ferent sizes of PGS films, which are the original 18 mm �
11.5 mm films, half of the original (11.5 mm � 9 mm) and a

quarter of the original film (9 mm � 5.75 mm), to make three

different sizes of the crumpled PGS balls, having the diameters

of �16.0 mm, 12.7 mm, and 8.3 mm, respectively, as measured

by averaging the diameters of three orthogonal directions of

the crumpled PGS balls using a digital caliper. The typical

PGS films before and after crumpling are shown in Fig. 1.

C. Characterization

To study the mechanical behavior of the crumpled PGS

balls, we used a Instron Model 4206 Tensile Tester spherical

indentation (with a force limitation of 1000 N) to measure

the force (F) versus compression (k¼H/R see Fig. 2) curves

under uniaxial compression with a constant displacement

rate t¼ 0.1 mm/s. The setup of the uniaxial compression test

is shown in Fig. 2, for both the loading and unloading test of

the crumpled PGS balls. Furthermore, to characterize the

electrical properties of the PGS balls, we used a Keithley

2420 Sourcemeter to measure the I-V curves in a voltage

range of �0.10 V to 0.10 V.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The dimensions of crumpled balls are different from

regular 2-D or 3-D structures. Fractal dimension (D) is used

to describe the crumpled-ball structure, which characterizes

the typical relation between its diameter (R) and mass (M)

using the following equation:12

R ¼ kM1=D: (1)

Figure 3 shows a log-log plot of the R versus M for our

crumpled PGS balls with diameters of �16.0 mm, 12.7 mm,

and 8.3 mm. From the plot, we extract the fractal dimension

of the crumpled PGS balls to be D� 2.58. The result is con-

sistent with the universal local fractal dimension of 2.51 or

2.64 of the crumpled paper balls.12,30 This means the folding

characteristics of the PGS films are same as paper.

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show typical force (F)-compres-

sion (k¼H/R) behaviors of crumpled PGS ball with diame-

ters of 12.7 mm and 15.8 mm under uniaxial compression.

The deformation of the crumpled PGS balls is essentially ir-

reversible (see the image in Fig. 2(c) and unloading curve in

Fig. 4(a)). The inset in Fig. 4(b) shows the force-

compression curve F(k¼H/R) in a log-log plot, which does

not obey the normal power-law scaling for F / k�2.31

Edwards and co-workers have worked on the granular mate-

rials and attempted to develop a statistical mechanics

approach for the inherent states of crumpling networks.32,33

Balankin and Huerta, who have followed Edwards’ work on

the crumpling networks, suggested that the loading part of

experimental force-compression curve might be precisely fit-

ted by the following relationship:4

F ¼ �Y
1� c

k� c
� 1

� �
: (2)

Using Eq. (2), we can fit nicely the force-compression

curves of the crumpled PGS balls under axial loading, as

shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), respectively. This indicates that

the randomly folded PGS balls also obey the same force-

compression relation under uniaxial loading as was found for

randomly folded elastoplastic paper or hyperelastic sheets in

literature.4 From the fitting, we extract the Young’s Modulus

for the 12.7 mm and 15.8 mm crumpled-ball samples to be

16.69 N and 16.30 N, respectively, which are comparable

with that of �400 mm paper balls in literature.4 We have

also repeated and tested some �16 mm PGS crumpled-ball

samples. The samples show Young’s Modulus around

16–17, which are similar to the 15.8 mm sample (as shown

in the inset of Fig. 4(d)). Furthermore, in order to study the

limitation of compression for the PGS balls, we have loaded

with a 15 000 lb force to press the PGS ball with a diameter

of 15.8 mm by a laboratory press carver. The height of the

PGS ball is about 0.73 mm after the 15 000 lb compression,

for which k is about 0.046.

Beside the material properties, the Young’s modulus is

also highly dependent on the crumpled-ball sizes and thin

film thicknesses as a result of Balankin–Huerta’s research.4

In order to compare the crumpled PGS balls more intuitively

with other crumpled materials, we have also used copy

papers with the same size of EYGS12128 PGS (about 18 mm

� 11.5 mm) and with a thickness of about 0.060 mm to fabri-

cate crumpled paper balls with a diameter of around 20 mm.

The compression properties of the paper balls were also

measured by the spherical indentation and one typical force-

compression curve is shown in Fig. 4(e). The crumpled paper

balls behave similar compression properties as crumpled

PGS balls, and the Young’s Modulus can also be fitted and

calculated by Eq. (2), which is shown in Fig. 4(f). These

results indicated that our novel crumpled PGS balls have

comparable Young’s Modulus (16–17 N) with that of

18.18 N of copy paper, and 13.67 N of elastoplastic paper in

the literature,4 but with much smaller sizes, thinner film

thicknesses, and less weight.

The electrical properties of the PGS barely changed after

crumpling. The I-V curves of a whole piece of PGS film
FIG. 2. Setup of axial compression test of PGS balls: (a)-(b) loading, (c)

unloading, and (d) loading to the indentation instrument limit (1000 N).

FIG. 3. Diameter (R) versus mass (M) curve of the crumpled PGS balls fab-

ricated by different PGS sizes. The fractal dimension is about 2.58.

FIG. 1. Panasonic PGS, (a) and crumpled PGS balls (b).
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before and after crumpling were measured in a voltage range

of �0.10 V to 0.10 V, which are shown in Fig. 5. The linear

behavior of the I-V curves indicated that the PGS film and

its crumpled PGS ball can be considered as resistors under

low voltage. In Fig. 5, the crumpled PGS ball shows good

conductivity with a resistance of a few ohms, which is even

slightly higher than that of PGS film. This may come from

the crosslink of the graphite sheets in the crumpled ball

structure.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Novel crumpled graphite thin film balls were fabricated

with Panasonic PGS. The universal dimension of these

crumpled PGS balls is about 2.58, which is consistent with

that of crumpled paper balls. The crumpled PGS balls show

good mechanical property with Young’s Modulus of

16–17 N which is comparable with that of paper balls and

elastoplastic paper balls, but with much smaller sizes, thinner

film thicknesses, and less weight. In addition, the crumpled

PGS balls show good conductivity, slightly higher than that

of the PGS film before crumpling. The conductive crumpled

PGS balls with good mechanical properties show good

potentials for mechanical and electrical applications.
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FIG. 4. (a) and (b) The force (F) versus

compression (k¼H/R) curve of the

crumpled PGS balls with diameters (R)

of 12.7 mm (a) and 15.8 mm (b) under

uniaxial compression. The inset in (b)

shows the force-compression curve

F(k¼H/R) in log-log coordinates,

which does not obey the normal

power-law scaling for F / k�2.31 (c)

and (d) The fitted curves of (a) and (b)

by Eq. (2), which show Young’s

Modulus of about 16.69 and 16.30,

respectively. K¼ (1�c)/(k�c), c as

fitting parameter. The circles show the

experimental data and the straight lines

show the fitted linear correlation.

The inset in (d) shows the fitted

force-compression curve of one of the

repeated sample, showing a Young’s

Modulus of 16.03, which is similar

with the 15.8 mm sample. (e) The F

versus k curve of a crumpled copy pa-

per ball, and the diameter (R) is about

20 mm. (f) The fitted curve of (e).
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